
THE SOLUTION OF A DIOPHANTINE EQUATION
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Solutions of the diophantine equation1

4       3

II E aaxi = /(yi. • • •. y a)
i-i i-i

have been given. We generalize the equation by solving the equation

2»»      2n_1

(1) II £*r*i -zoo.
i=l   J-l

in which we suppose that f(y) =f(yi, • • • , ya) is a homogeneous

polynomial, with integral coefficients, of degree m, where m is of the

form 2p(2a+l), q being a non-negative integer, p is one of the

integers 0, 1, • • • , n—l, and thus m^O (mod 2"). We suppose further

that the rank of the matrix of the forms ^-i1 auXj (i=l, • • • , 2n)

is 2n —1 and thus we may choose the notation such that A, the

determinant of the first 2n — 1 forms, does not vanish. Let An be the

cofactor of a,y in A.

Theorem. Every integral solution x¡, yk of (I) for which the left-hand

member does not vanish is equivalent (in a sense to be defined) to a

solution given by

r   2n_1 2»-i -i

Xi =  A™-hn«     t   £ «r^ri + 5     £      CirAri (j -   1, • • •   , 2» -1),
(2) L     r=l r-2"-1+l J

yk = A^s^^t^^ßk,

where s and t are given by

' 2n—1 "1   2n—1   2n~~l[2n-l -1   2n-l   2n-l

LI    «'       Z     2~2  OVjOtrArj,
¿-1 J   ;'=1     r=l

[2"-l -l   2"-l       2n-l

II    «i      E        E      OFtcUri,
t-1 J    j'-l  r—2"-l+l

the a's and ß's being arbitrary integers.  •

Proof. If we set
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2»-i

2~2 auXj = AmaiS^+1 (i = 1, • ■ • , 2"-1),

(4)\   ' 2»-I

2~2 auXj = AmaiS^lP (i = 2"-1 4- 1, •• -, 2" - 1),
3=1

and solve the system of equations for xjt we have

[2"-l 2"-l -1

t E OLrAri + S     Yé      «rAri (j -   1, • • • , 2» -   1),
r=l r=2»-1+l J

and hence

2"-I r  2"-l   2"_1

Y a2"iXj = A^sW\t2~2   2~1 a^jUrArj
j-1 L   j_l     r-l

*■   ' 2»_1      2n_j -,

+ îE     2~2    a2«jarArj   .
V—1   r=2"-'+l J

If

(6) yk = A^s2"-'-'^-^,,

then from (4), (5), and (6) equation (1) becomes

2"-i

42»+"(25+l)-lJ2»-1(2<ri-l)-l/2»-1(22+l)(p¿ _|_ QS)  JJ a.

(7) ,=i
=  ^42»+í'(2!ri-l)J2''-1(2í+l)í2»-1(2«+l)y(|3)i

where

2«—1   2n—*

P =   Y     Y OVjCtrAri,

(8)
V   ' 2»-l      2»-l

Q =   E        E      Oî»jOr4r/.
í=l   r=2n-1+l

Now (7) is satisfied identically in the a's and ß's if s and ¿ are given

by (3). Hence a solution of (1) is given by (2) if the left-hand mem-

ber does not vanish. The solution x¡, yk is integral if the parameters

are integral.

We now define the concept of equivalent solutions. Suppose that

xi=Ph yk=7k is a solution of the equation

fixi, • • • , xa) = giyi, • • • , yb),

where/ and g are homogeneous polynomials with integral coefficients,

of degrees n and m respectively. If there are no integers s > 1, p/, y¿
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such that Pj=pjsx, 7* =7*5", where X and p, are positive integers

such that \n=p.m, then x3=py, 3^=7* is defined to be a primitive

solution of the given equation. If x¡=p¡, yk=yk is a primitive solu-

tion of the given equation and if X and p. are positive integers such

that \n=p.m, then Xj=pjtx, y*=7*i", where t is a nonzero integer, is

also a solution and is said to be derived from this primitive solution.

Two solutions are said to be equivalent if they may be derived from

the same primitive solution.

It remains to be shown that given any solution of (1) which does

not cause the left-hand member to vanish, we may choose the param-

eters in (2) so as to obtain a solution equivalent to the given one.

Suppose that x¡=p¡, yk =7* is any such solution of (1). If we choose

at= ££7' anPi and ßk=yk then from (1) and (3) we have

[2"-l   2"-l "I   2n-l   2*>-l   2"-l

II   £  aaPi    £   £   £ aviatKAripk
«=1      j-l J    j_l     r=l     i—1

[2"      2"-l "I

II   E  aijPj\
i=l    )'=1 J

[2"-l   2"-l "I r2"-l 2"—1      2»—1 2"-l

II    £   OiiPi £ UV]  2L, Ph2-, UrhAri — A £ a^ipi
¿=1     j=l J L jWl h=l        r=l j=l

[2"-l   2"-l "I p     2"-l 2n-l -1

IT   £ aijpj   ME a2n,p,- — A £ a^iPj   = 0
.=1   ,_i J L   ,_i ,_i J

and therefore s = t. Thus (2) becomes

x. = ^i'íin-DjW-ip^        yk = A2ns^yk

which is equivalent to the solution x¡=pj, yk=yk. Hence we may

choose the parameters so as to get a solution equivalent to the given

solution Xj=pj, yk=yk, provided that the left member of (1) is not

zero.

We may also find integers, not all zero, which will cause the left-

hand member of (1) to vanish and these together with y*=0 will

afford additional solutions of (1).
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